Programmer/Analyst

Are you seeking an opportunity to further develop your programming skills with a creative company? This leading Manitoba organization is seeking a personable and proactive Programmer/Analyst – with VB.Net, MS Access and SQL experience – to join their dynamic technology team.

In this role, you will develop new applications, maintain existing systems, and contribute to efficient operation of the technology infrastructure. You will collaborate with systems analysts to ensure optimal performance of business processes. This role will challenge you to manage multiple projects and solve problems creatively in a fast-paced environment.

What you will do:
- Develop and maintain applications using VB.Net and VBA programming languages
- Develop and maintain databases using Microsoft Access and SQL
- Collaborate with internal users to understand and analyze business processes and system issues; develop design solutions that meet user needs
- Maintain current knowledge of business processes and industry trends
- Produce complete and accurate technical documentation

Must haves:
- Post-secondary degree or diploma in information technology
- 1 to 3 years of programming experience, supporting business units through structured design
- Fluency in VB.Net and Access VBA programming languages
- Proficiency in SQL and MS Access
- Knowledge of relational database technology
- Excellent communication and relationship-building skills

Apply now!
If you are interested in this position or know someone who might be, please contact Anand Sahay at asahay@pinnacle.jobs or 204.926.3512, quoting job number 7096.

Great companies are built with great people who make a difference. Our passion is finding those game changers who make that difference. Pinnacle was founded on this simple principle in 2002. Our success over the past decade is a direct result of our ability to connect top candidates with top clients. Today Pinnacle has 25 specialized recruiters who continue this vision. We are Manitoba’s largest recruitment firm only because we treat every candidate like they’re our only candidate.